
: :  HIGH GLOSS FINISH POLYGLANZ 

Description:
Is a silicone-free polishing paste for making a surface consisting of polyester, epoxy, polyurethane and 
other lacquers and even plexiglass shine and lustre. Very suitable as final treatment after use of e.g. oxalic
acid. Contains a very fine grain that also removes fine scratches.  First clean the surface with Yacht 
cleaner or sealine degreaser.
Available in 200 g and 500 g packaging.

Application:
As a deep cleaner for polyester, epoxy and polyurethane. Can also be used on plexiglass. A wax 
layer remains on the surface.

Data on delivery:
Color:
Viscosity:
Mass density:
Shelf life:
Consistency: 

white
20000 mPas
approx. 1,0 
gr/cm³ 
unlimited 
paste

Technical data: 
Consumption:
Shore:

50 gr/m²
not applicable

Processing:
Always ensure a dry and grease-free surface. Apply the paste with a soft cloth in circular movements and 
polish thoroughly with light pressure. Remove paste residues with a cloth and let the surfaces shine. Repeat 
the process if necessary. Can be machined, but beware of too high a speed (max. 800 TPM with a polishing 
fleece - diameter 13 cm). Continuously change the position of the fleece so that the surface does not 
become too hot. Can be thinned with white spirit or turpentine if necessary.  Do not let the high gloss finish dry 
out.

Tip: When the hull is waxed, it is advisable to cover the waterline with a wide strip of tape.  Wax can worsen 
the adhesion of new antifouling layers.

Safety:
Always wear suitable gloves and protective clothing. Keep out of reach of children. Cleaning agent for 
tools: water and soap.

The information on this page concerns technical instructions and has been compiled to the best of
our knowledge. However, it shall not constitute grounds for any liability on our part.
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